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it suddenly did it. Only thing I can think of is that when I went on holidays I had troubles with my
server. I tried resetting the HDD but that didn't do anything. Everything was working fine untill this
issue appeared. I've just got a report of a third party spoofing my site saying they're using my site's
theme. I've checked all the code but I can't see any signs of someone hacking it from my code. I'm
pretty sure the hacker used our website admin password to view the source code of the website
(blog, contact page etc...) and saw the name of our product and used it. I've seen him viewing the
source code on pastebin with a random IP address. I've also seen him to be changing the name of
one of our products to something else. I've taken off the administration of the website from the
admin for a while and am on a holiday. I'm going to stay away from the website for a few days as it
is the only way he is viewing the website sources. I'm wondering if someone has a word with the
hacker and or his IP address to ask him to stop doing it as it's draining loads of my bandwidth and
often forces me to downgrade the site due to the higher load time. He has been probing the server
for a number of hours now so I thought if someone from this forum can help, I'm not afraid to pay for
the @service because I'm very sure he has been doing this for days and he probed the server since a
week ago. Thanks in advance for the help. We pride ourselves in creating effective and engaging
mobile apps. We will produce amazing mobile
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